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ABSTRACT

Ultrafast lasers are frequently used to machine rotational symmetric workpieces either with tangential processing for tools or with a helical
gravure approach for structuring cylinders for printing and embossing applications. The highest precision and repeatability for seamless
multilayer processing on the surface of a rotational symmetric workpiece can be achieved by synchronizing a galvo scanner and a rotatory
axis with the seed of the used laser system. With this technology, a repeatability of better than +1 μm is kept for hundreds of revolutions as
it will be demonstrated for applications such as tube cutting and structuring of small embossing rollers.

Key words: laser micromachining, ultrashort pulses, highest precision, rotational symmetric parts, high throughput
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past ten years, the size and complexity of modern
ultrafast laser systems have successively been reduced, along with a
rise in user-friendliness, while the average power has been increas-
ing, and cutting-edge ultrafast laser systems today provide an
average power of 100W and more. Using these power levels in an
efficient process with expected high quality often still represents a
challenge. For many applications, the optimum fluence is in the
range of a few J/cm2 (Refs. 1 and 2), and the corresponding pulse
energies amounting only to a few μJ resulting in very high repeti-
tion rates,3 multispot processing, either spatial4,5 or temporal,6 or
direct beam forming7 have to be used. At high repetition rates,
shielding and heat accumulation become dominating issues,8 and
high marking speeds, which can be offered by polygon line scan-
ners,9 are demanded.

High speeds can also be achieved on the surface of a
fast-rotating roller. For this, Q-switched10 or ultrafast11 lasers have
already been used to machine metallic cylinders for printing and
embossing applications for several years. In particular, for cylinders
having a smaller diameter, the demanded high surface speeds

cannot be achieved any more while keeping the precision.
Therefore, this technology was recently extended to multispot pro-
cessing.12 To achieve a fully seamless structuring around a circum-
ference, a helical gravure approach is often used by constantly
slowly moving the machining head in the direction of the axis of
the rotating cylinder.

Adding a fast scanning device generating the fast movement
strongly reduces the demands on the rotation speed. With a combi-
nation of a rotating roller with a fast polygon scanner,13 the highest
precision with an accuracy better than +5 μm and a repeatability
better than +3 μm was achieved for multilayer processing as the
polygon line scanner and the roller were fully synchronized to the
laser repetition rate.

An approach for machining tools represents the combination
of mechanical x, y, z, B, and C axes, moving the tool with a galvo
scanner for fast beam guiding.14 This setup is suited for radial
(orthogonal) and tangential processing where the position of the
laser beam at the tangential incidence defines the final shape of the
workpiece. This technology leads to a very high surface quality15

but needs sophisticated path calculations.16 A “laser turning”
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process was realized by combining mechanical axes for the work-
piece with a helical drilling optics.17

However, these setups are not suitable for arbitrary surface
structuring applications on a rotating workpiece or cutting complex
structures, like stents, out of a tube. Sections II and III will intro-
duce a method to synchronize a galvo scanner and a rotatory axis
to the laser repetition rate. Its potential for seamless structuring at
highest precision will be demonstrated with two setups, one for
tube cutting/structuring and one for machining of small rollers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Synchronization and control

Figure 1 illustrates the principle of the whole control. The
structuring information is divided into microvectors containing the
information about the trajectory of the scanner mirrors (including
the acceleration and deceleration phases) and the on-off sequence
for the laser pulses. The microvectors of the trajectory are sent to
the scanner control card, whereas the on-off sequence is passed to
a specially developed synchronization-electronics (Synchro V3)
containing a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), which is
clocked by an integer multiple j of the seed laser repetition rate fs
and it reads fF ¼ j � fs. The electronics further synchronizes the
scanner control card with a clock deduced phase-locked-loop from
the repetition rate of the laser pulse train, fr . This control card

sends back a signal when the marking of a line starts, and the elec-
tronics then controls the laser pulse on demand (POD) option by
transferring the on-off signal sequence. Doing this, the movement
of the galvo mirrors is fully synchronized with the laser repetition
rate and marking with the highest possible precision and repeat-
ability is obtained.18–21 The possibility to cut out single pulses from
the laser pulse train is limited to 16.4 MHz by the Synchro V3 but
usually containing pre- and postpulses due to the POD of the laser
system when the repetition rates exceed a few MHz.19 To ensure a
constant pitch (spatial distance from pulse to pulse) in the scanning
direction, patterning starts at a constant marking speed, illustrated
for bidirectional marking by the dark (blue) points in Fig. 2. With
this strategy, the laser pulses can be placed exactly below each other
from line to line and the structuring information can be repre-
sented by a b/w bitmap with b for laser off and w for laser on as
illustrated in Fig. 3. This raster scanning method offers significantly
shorter machining times compared to standard galvo scanning if
the “fill factor” and/or complexity of the structure is high enough.
It shall be mentioned here that the start point of single lines can be
shifted from line to line offering the possibility to optimize the
machining time corresponding to the pattern that has to be
marked.20 Nevertheless, for the following considerations, a constant
line length is assumed.

Alternatively, the cross-scan movement can be realized with
an additional mechanical axis instead of the second scanner
mirror. This offers the possibility to either enlarge the marking
field in this direction or to machine rotational symmetric workpie-
ces by introducing a rotary axis as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). To drive

FIG. 1. Scheme of the control. The electronics, Synchro v3, is clocked with the
seed laser repetition rate, which is acting as a master for all subsequent
devices.

FIG. 2. Typical trajectory of the pulsed laser beam (every point denotes a laser
pulse) driven by the galvo mirrors. The trajectory consists of acceleration and
deceleration phases (light/red points) and phases of constant speed (dark/blue
points).

FIG. 3. Structuring information represented in a b/w bitmap with light (gray)
points for pulse off and dark (red) points for pulse on. Note that a line in the
scan direction corresponds to a line with the dark points in Fig. 2.
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this axis at a constant speed (defining the line to line distance), an
A-B signal is generated by Synchro V3. The second galvo mirror is
then used to correct the small movement of the workpiece in the
cross-scan direction during marking so that still a bidirectional
marking can be realized as illustrated in Fig. 5. The A-B signal is
realized by implementing an overflowing integer counter with
n-bits in the FPGA. The counter variable is increased by an incre-
ment incr every mth clock of the FPGA. The A-B signal is then
generated with the two leading bits of the counter variable by using
the assignment summarized in Table I.

The “average” frequency of the generated A-B signal then
reads

fout ¼ j � fs
m

� incr
2n

, (1)

i.e., for a given j and n, the variables incr and .. allow us to adjust
the frequency fout of this A-B signal as a rational multiple of fs.
This signal then serves as input for the controller of the linear or
rotatory axis. As the A and the B signals are not allowed to

change their states simultaneously, the maximum possible incre-
ment is limited to

incrmax ¼ 2n�2: (2)

The axis is provided with an encoder to control position and
speed. For a cylindrical workpiece and a rotatory axis, Fig. 4(b)
shows the typical mismatch between the marked lines after one full
revolution. For highest precision structuring for a multiple of revo-
lutions, a situation as shown in Fig. 4(c) is demanded and the error
must vanish, i.e., the rotatory frequency must exactly match. For nL
lines to be marked on a circumference, a line marking frequency of
fL (marked lines per second) and a rotary encoder with nenc gradua-
tion mark the frequency of the encoder A-B signal, fenc, which has
to be generated by the motion control (see Fig. 1),

fenc ¼ fL � nencnL
: (3)

Due to the full synchronization of the galvo scanner, fL is
linked to the frequency fs of the seed laser. The beam trajectory
generated by the galvo scanner for bidirectional marking with a
cross-scan movement realized by a mechanical axis is shown in
Fig. 5. Due to the symmetric trajectory, the number of pulses np
emitted by the laser is equal for both directions and, therefore, for
each line. The laser repetition rate fr is directly generated from the
seed laser by passing every kth pulse into the amplifier: fr ¼ fs/k.
From this, the line marking frequency of fL is deduced by

fL ¼ fs
k � np : (4)

FIG. 5. Trajectory of the pulsed laser driven by the galvo mirrors for a cross-
scan movement realized by a mechanical axis. The trajectory consists of accel-
eration and deceleration phases (light/red points) and phases of constant speed
(dark/blue points).

FIG. 4. Cross section of the setup with a rotating roller (a) containing an
encoder (the laser beam is moved perpendicular to the leaf level). Usually, a
small deviation in the line position after one revolution appears (b). This devia-
tion vanishes if the rotation and the line frequency are completely linked (c).

TABLE I. Translation of the two leading bits into the A-B signal.

First bit Second bit A B

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0

FIG. 6. Possible A-B signal frequencies fout as a function of incr (denoted by i)
for two different values of m.
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The motion control transforms an incoming A-B signal into
the one needed for the encoder by interpolating it with an integer
number having q-bits. The desired input signal for the motion
control then reads

fin ¼ 2q � fenc ¼ 2q � fs
k � np �

nenc
nL

: (5)

A perfect marking [Fig. 4(c)] is obtained if the frequency of
the A-B signal fout (1) generated by the FPGA equals fin in (5)
defining the ratio of m and ..,

incr
m

¼ 2qþn � 1
j � k � np �

nenc
nL

: (6)

B. Errors

In principle, (6) allows us to calculate the correct value of incr
for a given m. However, as incr has to be an integer value, the con-
dition usually cannot exactly be fulfilled. The goal is, therefore, to
find a value for m to bring the calculated incr near to an integer
value. The resulting small mismatch between fout and fin results in
a deviation in the line position [Fig. 4(b)], which accumulates from
revolution to revolution. For a given .., the possible output frequen-
cies, depending on incr (1), are equally spaced (7) as illustrated in
Fig. 6 for two ms,

Δfout ¼ j � fs
m

� 1
2n

: (7)

According to Fig. 6, the combination with the smallest devia-
tion δf to the desired input signal fin should be found. For a given
m and increment incr, this deviation δf , in principle, defines the
deviation in unit of lines δnl after nl marked lines. As the individ-
ual numbers in (6) can be very high, both calculations may become
a demanding task. However, the maximum possible error is
derived in a quite easy way. The maximum deviation δfmax to the
desired frequency fin equals half of the spacing. The deviation δf
will lead to a small deviation δnL in the number of lines nl derived
from (5). The maximum deviation, therefore, follows

δfmax ¼ 2q � fs
k � npL

� nenc
n2L

� δnL ¼ j � fs
m

� 1
2nþ1

: (8)

For the relative deviation of the line number, one obtains

δnL
nL

¼ j � k � np
m

� 1
2nþqþ1

� nL
nenc

: (9)

Introducing 1/m from (6) leads to

δnL
nL

¼ 1
2
� 1
incr

: (10)

For a minimum value of this relative deviation, the increment
has to be high but must still fulfill (1). For example, incr ¼ 2n�4

leads to a maximum relative error in the line number of

δnL
nL

�
�
�
�
max

¼ 1
2
� 1
2n�4

¼ 1
2n�3

: (11)

The accuracy, therefore, increases with the number of bits
used for the counter variable in the FPGA of Synchro V3. In the
actual implementation, the counter is programmed with a n ¼ 32
bit variable leading to δnL/nL ¼ 2�29, which is very low indeed.
However, usually the frequency for the motion controller
[(1) and (5)] is limited to a maximum value. This reduces the
possible values of the increment leading to a significantly higher
deviation [(10)].

C. Setup 1

The first experimental setup, shown in Fig. 7, is realized on a
small turning machine by replacing its motor by a direct drive
with a 1/50 planetary gear (AM3011 and AG2200 from Beckhoff )
and introducing an encoder RESM20 from Renishaw with
nenc ¼ 11 840 lines. An AX5201 (also from Beckhoff ) serves as the
motion control for this rotary axis. The setup is mounted on an
additional z-axis for a first compensation of different diameters of
the workpiece. A Fuego system from Lumentum Switzerland AG
(former Time Bandwidth Products AG) with 10 ps pulses at
λ = 1064 nm is used as an ultrafast laser system.

The beam is guided through a λ/4 plate for circular polariza-
tion (to guarantee a constant wall angle in all directions), a two
lens Galileo telescope, and a varioSCANde 20i (for a fine adjust-
ment of the focal position) to an excelliSCAN14, which was driven
by an RTC6 controller (all devices from Scanlab AG). The beam

FIG. 7. Setup for seamless surface structuring of small embossing rollers.
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was focused with an fob ¼ 100mm telecentric objective resulting in
a waist radius of w0 ¼ 12:8 μm with a beam quality of M2 ¼ 1:35.
The laser spot is scanned across the workpiece in the axial direction
at a repetition rate of frep ¼ 2:0MHz, and the lateral distance
between two spots, the so-called pitch, was set to px ¼ 8:0 μm,
resulting in a scan speed of vscan ¼ 16:0m/s.

In this configuration, the FPGA was clocked with 164MHz
(j ¼ 2) and m is set to 1. As the maximum frequency fout is limited
by the motion controller, the increment value was set to … For a
workpiece with radius r ¼ 35mm, a line to line distance of py ¼
px ¼ 8 μm leads to a minimum of about 5.9 Mio marked lines, cor-
responding to 215 revolutions, until an accumulated deviation of 1/
16 of the line to line distance, i.e., 0:5 μm, is obtained.

D. Setup 2

The setup for cutting and structuring small tubes is shown in
Fig. 8. It is realized on a machine base consisting of a control from
ACS-Control-System GmbH, three linear axes and one rotary axis,
from Schneeberger AG Lineartechnik. The rotary axis is equipped
with a reduction gear to reduce the rotation speed. The ultrafast
pulsed laser that is used for the experiments is a modified Fuego
offering a single pulse switching up to frep ¼ 16MHz with pre- and
postpulses below 10%.

The linear polarized laser beam is guided via two mirrors to a
rotatable half waveplate and a thin film polarizer to adjust the
average power externally. Like in setup 1, the polarization is set to
circular using an additional λ/4-plate. The diameter of the laser
beam is adjusted to the entrance aperture of an intelliSCANse10
galvo scanner from Scanlab AG (which was controlled by an RTC5
controller) by means of a Galilei telescope. Further mirrors are
used to guide the laser radiation to the galvanometric scanner since
it is mounted on the z-axes.

The laser beam is focused onto the workpiece with an
F-Theta-objective with a focal length of fob ¼ 163mm resulting in

a beam spot radius of w0 ¼ 25 μm at an average beam quality of
M2 ¼ 1:35. The laser spot was scanned across the workpiece in the
axial direction at a repetition rate of fr ¼ 5:125 MHz and the
lateral distance between two spots, the so-called pitch, was set to ..,
resulting in a scan speed of vscan ¼ 30:75m/s.

As in the first setup, the FPGA is also clocked with 164MHz
… For the small tubes, the increment was set to incr ¼ 221. For a
tube radius of r ¼ 0:9mm, a line to line distance of
py ¼ px ¼ 6 μm, this resulted in a minimum of about 700 000 lines,
corresponding to about 750 revolutions until an accumulated line
to line deviation of 1 μm is obtained.

Cutting is realized by ablating the desired area from revolution
to revolution, i.e., layer to layer,22 coded in a b/w bitmap as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. By changing the bitmap from layer to layer, a
standard 2.5D structuring process can even be realized.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Tube cutting

A diamond test pattern was machined with an average power
of Pav ¼ 18W in a stainless steel tube AISI 304 with a diameter of
1.8 mm, a wall thickness of 0.1 mm, and Nt ¼ 1000 revolutions
with the second setup. The left image in Fig. 9 shows a micrograph
of the machined tube after cleaning in an ultrasonic bath with iso-
propanol. By shifting the pattern by half of a period at the start and
the end of a layer (corresponding to one revolution), the intersec-
tion becomes clearly visible (Fig. 9, right). After 1000 revolutions,
no accumulated error is observed, and even with a repetition rate
of fr ¼ 5:125MHz, switching between two pulses without pre- and
postpulses was possible with this setup.

A honeycomb structure was machined into a tube of L605
(CoCr20W15Ni) with identical diameter but a wall thickness of
0.2 mm. The tube was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with isopropanol

FIG. 8. Setup for cutting and/or structuring of small tubes.

FIG. 9. Diamond test pattern (left) machined in an AISI304 steel tube. An intro-
duced shift (right) visualizes the intersection between two revolutions (gray
dashed–dotted line).
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after machining. The SEM micrographs (Figs. 10 and 11) again show
the high accuracy and repeatability achievable with this setup. Web
widths of about 50 μm with a high wall quality were achieved.

Finally, stents were machined out of magnesium alloy tubes
with a diameter of 2 mm and a wall thickness of 0.2 mm with an
average power of Pav ¼ 18W. With a special process, using
bursts,23 the number of revolutions could be reduced down to 50
and the repetition rate to 1MHz resulting in a scan speed of
vscan ¼ 6m/s. Figures 12 and 13 show the obtained results after
cleaning in the ultrasonic bath. The web width amounts of about
100 μm and a very high wall quality were obtained. The steps in the
shape, clearly visible in Fig. 13, arise from transforming the real
shape into the bitmap (Fig. 3) and demonstrate again the achieved
very high repeatability.

FIG. 10. SEM picture of the honeycomb structure machined in an L605 steel
tube.

FIG. 11. Detail of the honeycomb structure machined in an L605 steel tube.

FIG. 12. SEM picture of the stent design machined in magnesium alloy.

FIG. 13. Detail of the stent design machined in a magnesium alloy.

FIG. 14. (a) Small embossing roller with 3D honeycomb structure with 28 mm
width. (b) Details of the honeycomb structure (side length a ¼ 550 μm) with an
intersection between the two inverted halves.
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B. Roller structuring

With the setup of Fig. 7, steel rollers with a radius of
r ¼ 35mm were structured with an average power of Pav ¼ 10W,
a repetition rate of fr ¼ 2MHz, and a four-pulse burst. As an
example, Fig. 14 shows a 3D honeycomb structure with skewed
bottoms and a side length of a ¼ 550 μm, machined by a 2.5D
process where the bitmap was changed from revolution to revolu-
tion. For embossing experiments, the structure is composed of two
inverted halves as can clearly be seen in Fig. 14(b).

A potential small line deviation [Fig. 4(b) and Eq. (10)] can be
analyzed by investigating the intersection between the start and end
of the layers (bitmaps). This is done by removing a few lines left
and right of the pattern of this intersection, i.e., at the first and last
lines of the bitmaps. Again, the structure was divided into two
halves with an identical orientation but with 50 revolutions for the
left and 100 revolutions for the right half. The structure was
machined into a 100 μm thick steel foil (sleeve) wrapped around
the roller. Figure 15 shows stitched images of this intersection
region for the full structure width of 28mm. The dashed line (hori-
zontal) represents this intersection and the dotted line (vertical)
represents the border between the area with 50 revolutions and the
area with 100 revolutions. For a more detailed analysis, pictures
with 500× magnification of the untreated lines left and right of this
intersection and a detail elsewhere in the intersection are shown in
Fig. 16. Neither Fig. 15 nor Fig. 16(c) shows any visible transition
at this intersection, i.e., a totally seamless gravure can be realized. If
a line deviation (10) would appear, the widths of the untreated

webs on both sides should differ. However, with 55:9 μm for
50 revolutions and 56:1 μm for 100 revolutions [Figs. 16(a)
and 16(b)], the difference is below the measurement uncertainty,
i.e., no line deviation can be detected.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

As an extension of synchronized high precision and high
speed galvo scanning,18–20 a rotatory axis was added and synchron-
ized by the same control unit (Synchro V3) by generating an A-B
signal for the motion controller. The frequency of the A-B signal
can be calculated by the given set of process parameters.
Furthermore, a simple method to deduce the maximum error is
presented and the minimum number of revolutions for a given
deviation is deduced.

The results of the experiments showed that the extraordinary
high accuracy and repeatability of better than +1 μm could be kept
over several hundreds of revolutions. Cutting and structuring of
small tubes of steel and magnesium with 18W of average power
was demonstrated for different applications that range from a
special filter to stent geometries. Total seamless structuring of small
embossing rollers with similar accuracy was shown with 10W
average power and using bursts for a 3D honeycomb structure.

A further increase to several thousand revolutions by keeping
the accuracy and repeatability could be realized either by increasing
the bits used for the counter in the FPGA or by introducing a con-
tinuous referencing of the rotatory axis during the process.

As an offset of the scanning direction to the rotatory axis can
easily be achieved with the galvo scanner, further experiments to
investigate off-axis and tangential processing are planned in the
near future.
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